Enterprise Value Added Services
CSP’s need to capitalize on the enhanced revenue
and margin potential of the enterprise market and
focus on rapid and cost efficiently design, delivery
and management of next generation value added
services by unlocking the potential of existing
infrastructure investments.
Leveraging almost two decades of experience in
the telecommunication industry, Computaris
encompasses end-to-end value added services
and application deployments. This expertise
empowers CSPs to embrace a pragmatic approach
to well-endowed applications and enhance their
capability to launch new revenue generating
services.
Computaris’ Enterprise Services Proposition
comprises a suite of basic and advanced Virtual PBX
functionalities as well as a complex Virtual Private
Network suite.
Computaris Virtual PBX Solution provides seamless
interoperability with NGN and legacy networks,
allowing CSPs to deliver a rich suite of Centrex
and advanced voice services to mobile and fixed
enterprise customers.

Computaris VPBX Suite benefits
Growing revenue base by offering a convergent
telephony solution
FMS (Fixed-Mobile Substitution) enabler
Easy design and deployment of new solutions on
the same infrastructure, tailored to suite the latest
customer requirements
Increase business market penetration and
customer value
Smooth transition from legacy to NGN/IMS
architectures
Network independence – Mobile, Fixed, IP
Seamless integration with CSP’s billing,
provisioning and existing call control systems,
protecting existing investments
Computaris convergent VPN Solution portfolio
enables CSPs to offer reliable and flexible tools to
enterprise customers that empower them to
securely extend the reach of enterprise voice and
video traffic applications to remote employees,
contractors, partners and customers whilst
maintaining productivity.

A full set of PBX functionalities is available to any
mobile handset, IP phone, soft phone and legacy
device, allowing the subscribers to enjoy ubiquitous
services and user experience across all touch points.
Computaris Virtual PBX portfolio controls the behavior
of internal, outgoing and incoming calls to all
employees and company main numbers. It features
private numbering plans for voice, screening/barring
schemes based on different criteria, any-to-any calls,
call queuing, hunting lists, group numbers, corporate
and user defined rules plus other SME apprehended
services.

Computaris VPN Suite benefits
Smooth transition from legacy to NGN/IMS
architectures
Reduce OPEX and accelerate ROI
FMC (Fixed-Mobile Convergence) enabler
Increase revenue potential and growing
enterprise base by complementing existing
Centrex/Centrex IP, PBX/IP PBX carrier-managed
service offerings

Consumers Value Added Services
The explosive growth of mobile devices presents
tremendous opportunities for CSPs to increase their
customer base and value if they are able to launch
differentiated services. This can be achieved by
implementing new technologies and improving
processes efficiency whilst keeping the competitive
advantage in a highly demanding market.

Computaris Location Based Suite benefits

Computaris Value Added Services portfolio for the
consumer market encompasses a broad range of
solutions:

Computaris Call Completion and Network Services
enable CSPs to generate new revenue streams by
stimulating the generation of calls and revenues that
would have otherwise been lost and by assuring a
positive customer experience, providing benefits to
both the customer and the CSP.

Online Charging Front-End
Location Based Services
Call Completion Services
Network Services

Increase market share and expand service range
for CSPs by accelerating and managing
Price services more aggressively while preserving
existing margins and keeping a market premium
for mobility

As real time becomes a mandatory requirement,
Computaris Online Charging Front End solution
(OCFE) provides real time control of service delivery
(voice calls, data sessions, SMS, MMS), extending
beyond the capabilities of existing infrastructure.
Computaris OCFE Suite benefits
Extend the charging capabilities without costly
investments in legacy charging infrastructure
upgrades
Lower the time-to-market for new services
through infrastructure components reuse
Enable customer base extension deriving from
launching higher impact real time services
Computaris location-based services enable
CSPs to capitalize on the growing demand for
location-enhanced communication to launch
enriched, personalized services and consistently
proliferate the perceived value of their service
offering.

Computaris Call Completion and Network Services
Suite benefits
Reduce roaming interconnect costs by controlling
outbound roaming services and calls
Increase usage revenue by encouraging call
completion
About Computaris
Computaris specializes in system integration, BSS
technical consulting and software development,
providing the highest level of expertise in BSS: billing,
rating and charging, VAS, messaging, provisioning,
data services, mediation, service management and
mobile payments.

